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Instruction: (i) Answer all questions 
(ii)Answers to all parts of one question MUST be given. in one place. 

1. What are the bas.ic;pi:inciples behind designing a drug (DO ex§lmpi.:Js required and use 
telegraphic language instead of narration)? - 12 

2. (a) What are the different types of irreversible enzyme 
inhibitors? Represent them by kinetic schemes. (b) With 
reference to the relevant biological process, describe the 
mechanism of action of Drug A at a molecular level. 4+8 = 12 

3. (a) What are DNA-alkylators? _(b) Illustrate with examples the 
interactions of various DNA-alkylators with DNA (one example 
under each heading). (c) What is the probable mechanism of 
alkylation of DNA by Drug B? 2+5+7 = 14 

4. (a) Define a prodrug and what are different types of prodrug? (b) Why is it necessary to 
design pro-drugs? Use examples of carrier-linked bipartate prodrugs in support of your 
arguments. 4+6 = 10 

5. (a) What are the three principal domains of bleomycin and how do they contribute to the 
activity of bleomycin (full structure is not requireQ)? (b) Describe the cycle of events involved 
in the DNA cleavage by bleomycin. (c) Explain mechanistically the "base propenal formation 
and DNA strand scission" by activated bleomycin. 3+4+7 = 14 

6. Justify the synthesis of Drug C by o M=F 
showing the modes of action of all its (CICH2CH2)2N-~-o'--(o)- -

components. 12 b- r N)-N ° 
. Drug C OH 0 H 

7. (a) How does chirality influence the drug action of 
molecules and how are chiral drugs recognized by biological 
.receptors? (b) Describe the mode of action of Drug D. (c) 
How does 5~flurouracil act as a drug for curing skin 
diseases? 7+5+4 = 16 
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